Introduction

This document is intended to supplement the Image/Upgrade Overview Document and provide ctcLink users with a more detailed summary of the accessibility changes that will be made in the system as a result of the upcoming HCM image 41. Oracle releases multiple updates every year that often include improvements to PeopleSoft’s accessibility. Below is an overview of the accessibility enhancements that you can expect to see as part of HCM image 39-41.

Accessibility

PeopleSoft for North America supports the display of Absence Request pages in accessibility mode in Employee Self-Service. By providing accessibility configured pages, it allows self-service users to access Absence Management information when they log on to the PeopleSoft system with screen reader mode enabled.

Accessibility Absence Management

Accessibility Absence Management / Request Absence fix applied with Image 41

Bug: 32382229 – Absence Management

Correction to the “Focus” change when the Absence Name changes and when the tabbing to the View Balances box near the bottom of the page.

Navigation

Employee Self Service > Time > Request Absence

Image: Request Absence (before image 41):
Image: Request Absence (after image 41 is applied):
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